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ATTENTION ALL WRITERS!
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU.
The Doctor Who Project [TDWP] is accepting story proposals for consideration as part of a forthcoming
season of short stories.
TDWP centers on the continuing adventures of an alternate Tenth Doctor and his current travelling
companion Hannah Redfoot. Stories are published as part of an overall season that concentrates on delivering
a collection of short stories that sees the Doctor facing new and original situations in time and space.
Our stories have typically been in the 12,000–45,000 word range and have featured elements from the
original 1963-89 television series as well as original creations developed by our writers. Our stories are
published as free downloadable PDF documents featuring a novel-like layout and specially created covers
(designed by some of fandom’s most talented artists).
We’re doing a quasi-reboot of the series after a short break. Season 41 will feature 6 stories plus a Christmas
Special. We are looking for imaginative, original and entertaining stories that see the Doctor and his
companion travel and experience the wonders of the universe.
To contribute** a story proposal to TDWP all you have to do is:
1.
2.
3.

Submit 4-6 paragraphs outlining the basic plot of your story and the characters featured
Provide your full name and email, and
Include a brief bio telling us a bit about yourself.

**If this is your first time submitting a proposal to TDWP, please also include 2-3 samples of your writing.

You don’t have to know a thing about TDWP, its history, or have read any or all of its
past stories. It doesn’t matter. Ignore it all. We’re merely looking for seven well written Doctor
Who adventures. Besides - a good story is a good story and as long as you include our Tenth Doctor and
companion Hannah in the story proposal, you’re good to go. It’s that simple. (Oh and don’t worry, we’ll make
detailed biographies available to you on both characters, as well as photographic reference material to give
you an idea what the characters look like.)

Story proposals and all requested material should be submitted as either a MS Word or PDF document
attached to the body of an email.



Deadline for submitting proposals is: April 9, 2016
Submissions to:
thedoctorwhoproject@shaw.ca
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE DOCTOR WHO PROJECT

The Doctor Who Project is a continuation of the original 1963-89 TV series. The genesis of the project dates
back to 1998, two years after the TVM. A bunch of fans were sitting around bemoaning the fact that it didn’t
seem like the show was coming back – these fans were sick of waiting for it to return. Someone suggested the
idea “why don’t we do our own series”, and it was that one statement that ignited the spark and things went
from there.
When TDWP started, none of us knew anything about fan-fiction or publishing it. We just pulled a bunch of
stories together and published. Over time, we learned what worked, what didn’t work, what made a good
story, what sort of stories we wanted to tell, etc. And, along the way we won 6 MediaWest FANQ Awards for
our stories and artwork.
TDWP acts as a continuation of the original series taking the premise that Sylvester McCoy’s seventh Doctor
did not regenerate into Paul McGann’s eighth. We chose to start the project with McCoy’s Doctor and then
regenerate him into our own eighth Doctor. This original idea wasn’t meant as a slight against Paul McGann
or the eighth Doctor. (We all think he was/is brilliant.) The decision was more to do with the time the project
was created in, the fact that the show didn’t appear to be returning to television, the creators wanting to
produce their own vision of Doctor Who, the type of stories they wanted to tell, and where they wanted to
start the TDWP canon from.
Some of the stories connect and build on internal canon, but the majority of the stories published standalone.
Individual stories were not sacrificed to achieve a season 'arc’.
To date TDWP has published over 110 stories featuring three project created Doctors. The TDWP eighth
Doctor [1999-2006] was played by fictitious British actor, Jeremy Banks-Walker and featured in 55 stories.
The ninth Doctor [2007-2010], played by Anton Robbins, featured in 34 stories; while the current tenth
Doctor, played by Laurent Meyer, debuted in mid-2010 and has featured in 22 stories to date.
DO YOU NEED TO KNOW ALL OF THIS INFORMATION IN-DEPTH?
No; not at all.

You don’t have to know a thing about TDWP, its history, or have read any
or all of its past stories. It doesn’t matter. Ignore it all. We’re merely looking for
seven well written Doctor Who adventures. Besides - a good story is a good story. The following detailed
character biographies will provide you with all the information you’ll need to know.
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CHARACTER BIOGRAPHIES

THE TENTH DOCTOR
AGE: Appears to be in his 30s by Earth standards,
his true age is approximately 1000 in Gallifreyan
years.
HEIGHT:
5 feet 10 inches
HAIR:
Brown, wild and untamed
EYES:
Pale green and intense
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:
Physically this Doctor is athletic but not in an overtly
muscular style. His looks are striking, handsome, but
not model-like. His features are hard, with high
cheekbones, a pointed nose and a mouth drawn in a
tight line. He is quite active and seems to have
boundless energy. Even when not in motion, his
energy and emotions play very close to the surface
and he always seems on the verge of exploding into
action.
PERSONA:
The Tenth Doctor is very upfront and forthright. If he
doesn't like something, he lets you know, and he
doesn't mince his words when he does so. This is
often be interpreted as being abrupt and thoughtless,
which can annoy those around him, leaving his
companions to smooth ruffled feathers in his wake.
After 1000 years of living, this Doctor would rather
speak plainly and get to the truth right away than
mince words and play games. Proud and more than a
little arrogant, he knows that he's the smartest person
in the room and expects to be treated as such. He doesn't suffer fools gladly.
This attitude does not sit well with his companions, who feel he's unnecessarily rude. They keep telling him
the old Doctor would have never done this or would not have said that, which only serves to annoy him. He is
quick to point out that the old Doctor is dead. "I am not that person." The new Doctor blames his predecessor
(and, by extension, himself) for the events that led to his regeneration. He feels that he trusted to readily and
allowed himself to be manipulated and he is keen not to make the same mistake again. He is determined to
keep others at arm’s length and trust solely in himself and, in some respects, his abruptness is a symptom of
that view, a defence mechanism. Unlike his predecessor, he addresses his companions by their surnames (e.g.
Brooker and Miss Rossi rather than Tom and Val). They are work colleagues rather than friends, he is the
captain of his ship and they are his crew.
The initial friction amongst the TARDIS team eases over the course of his first few adventures as the Doctor's
attitude towards his companions softens and he accepts them as valued members of his crew (though his
approach to them remains, for the most part, professional rather than personal). In return, they get to glimpse
beneath his hard outer shell and see that he's not so different to the Doctor they once knew after all. The
Doctor also endeavours to moderate his abrasiveness towards strangers, though with mixed success. To his
enemies, however, or those he does not respect, he'll let rip with both barrels. The Doctor rarely says "sorry"
(his pride won't allow it), but he's not stupid and he realises that there are times when he's overly hasty in his
judgements. He apologises not with words, however, but by his actions.
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While this Doctor presents and outwardly spiky persona, underneath he is a man of great compassion. Life is
special to him and he has little patience for those who treat each other and the world around them with little
or no care. He is a man of action, approaching your more traditional, gung-ho action figure. The Doctor knows
that there are evils in the universe that need to be fought, but he doesn't think his previous incarnations went
far enough in their efforts to right what he perceives as being wrong so he's making up for lost time. He'll do
things his way, however, and, where a previous Doctor might try to overthrow an oppressive regime with the
aid of the rebel faction, this Doctor would attempt to depose the dictator in spite of interference from the
rebels.
This Doctor is ruled by his heart more than his head, his emotions never far from the surface, and he has a
tendency to charge straight into a situation and deal with the consequences later. He had no time for rules
and regulations or for anything - or anyone - that gets in his way.
DRESS STYLE:
Contemporary and practical. In warm climates he'll wear light clothing, printed or patterned shirts, for
example. In colder weather, he favours a combination of sweaters and a long coat. This Doctor does not wear
suits.
HANNAH REDFOOT
Age:
25
Hair:
Dark Brown
Eyes:
Brown
Complexion/Skin:
Olive-skinned
Nationality:
Sioux
Height:
5 foot 8 inches
Weight:
115 lbs
Birthday:
December 6, 1989
Origin Year:
2014
Hometown:
Sundance, Wyoming, USA
Occupation:
Graduate of the University of
Wyoming, Laramie, BS in Geology but works
at the gift shop at the Devils Tower Nation
Monument
Dress style:
Comfortable; jeans, t-shirts,
loafers/runners, sweaters
Hannah Redfoot is a friendly young woman
who is very conflicted about herself, her
abilities and her future, like many young
people today. She’s wrestling with her
heritage – all her life her mother forced
Hannah into taking part in Sioux ceremonies
and traditions when she just wanted to be like
her friends from school. This caused a bit of a
rift between Hannah and her mother, Mary.
Her father John, the Crook County Sheriff,
expressed an interest in letting his daughter
experience more of the world. When her
mother was diagnosed and eventually died
from leukemia, Hannah drew inward – part of
her regretting that she wasn’t what her
mother hoped she’d be. She completely
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turned against her heritage when her mother passed away, believing that it would be of no help to her, if it
couldn’t save her mother. Over the course of her adventures in the TARDIS, however, Hannah will come to
realize the value of her heritage and the important role her background would have in her life.
She opted to go to the University of Wyoming, in Laramie, to get away from her family life and graduated with
top marks. However, once out of school, she was unable to find work and settled for a job in the Devils Tower
Nation Monument gift shop. A self-afflicted life of selling plaster sculptures of the ancient Monument instead
of studying it.
Despite her inner demons, and a bold sarcastic attitude, Hannah is quite a fun person to be around. She enjoys
cracking jokes, especially when presented with a tense situation. She is quite strong willed and hates being
talked down to. Any attempts by people to “teach” something to her would be met with a little indignation.
She may feel that people condescend to her because she’s often the only human of the bunch and often needs
extra explanations.
The Doctor strikes an immediate liking of Hannah and her boldness – and even sees a little of himself in her.
He, however, is troubled by her lack of desire to use it, settling for a simple life working in a gift shop. He tries
to play the role of professor in order to help further her education. He sees her extreme intelligence and
offers her plenty of opportunities to show off her knowledge of Geology in an attempt to get her to utilize said
knowledge. He takes it upon himself to spark Hannah’s passion for life and adventure.
III.

THE STORY SO FAR

Our story begins with the final story – and regeneration story – of the ninth Doctor’s era.
Where Best Friends Are Made
By Arnold T. Blumberg
The Great Intelligence puts into action its final plan for the domination of this universe - starting as
the stuffed animal companion (with glowing eyes) and best friend of a child. Its communications
with that child cause it to murder its parents and then guide his steps through the world.
Next we see the beginning of the Meti and the ‘Make a Meti’ campaign of Hinton Playomatics. The
slogan is ‘Where Friends Are Made’. The Meti is the creation of Roland T. Dunwich, CEO, and a robot
stuffed animal with glowing eyes containing ‘life spheres’ that each owner, each child gets to insert
into the Meti to give it life. This life is connected via the ‘Network of J.O.Y.” to all the other Meti
around the world. In the first four months of the campaign, Meti are everywhere. Judy Hinton, a
member of the executive staff and who should have been appointed CEO instead, quits her job,
appalled by the Meti campaign. She carries with her evidence of more than toy-making which she
fortunately leaves in a bar just before she is killed in her home. The evidence falls into the hands of
Raine Tarrant, who met Judy at the bar and is a member of U.N.I.T.
Alerted now to something sinister about the Meti, U.N.I.T. searches for the Doctor. The Doctor is
alerted to the problem by a dream which presages his demise and the TARDIS lands the Doctor, Tom
and Val in the general area at the right time. The right time is a special ‘giveaway’ of Meti by Hinton
Playomatics. The Doctor is reunited with and briefed by U.N.I.T. The Doctor seizes on the ‘Network
of J.O.Y.’ which wirelessly connects all Meti. The Doctor sees it as a web, then follows the obvious
clue of ‘Meti’ or a synonym for the Yeti and thereon to the Great Intelligence. The Doctor sets off,
with Tom, to Hinton Playmatics where they encounter what appears to be Paul Corley who greets the
Doctor, expecting him.
There they discover that Dunwich was an Auton and The Great Intelligence is controlling Corley,
finally discarding him after a bout of bragging, then revealing that the life spheres actually gather life
energy to create a portal for The Great Intelligence to enter this world. The ‘giveaway’ was the final
activation of the hordes of Meti, with humanity ‘giving away’ life force. The Meti gather life force
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(murder) then shed their life spheres to form an aerial web, triggering a portal in the sky and the
Great Intelligence, in its material form begins to enter this universe.
The Doctor, meanwhile as drawn up a schematic for a ‘magnetron’ after noticing the effect a magnet
has on the spheres. Pendergrath builds the device and turns it on as the Doctor allows himself to be
captured by the spheres and brought to The Great Intelligence. When the magnetron is activated, the
Doctor pulls out a focusing gem that forces The Great Intelligence back and closes the portal.
Unfortunately, the Doctor is at a great height when things collapse and shortly after the fall,
regenerates and, with Tom and Val aboard, sends the TARDIS into a wild headlong rush into the
future.
The tenth Doctor appears at the end of Where Best Friends Are Made and then on July 3, 2010 makes his
first full appearance in the 2010 Summer Special.
Pendragon
By Duncan Johnson
A squad of Cybermen attack an alien spacecraft, intending to convert the occupants. HarvesterAchene Pelles evades capture and unleashes rapidly-growing spores that get inside the Cybermen's
armour and destroy them from within. The spacecraft crashes off the south-west coast of England.
Arthur and Lancelot see the spacecraft fall and investigate. There they discover the Cyber-Planner, all
that remains of the squad of Cybermen, who converts them as best it can with limited resources. It
cannot make them full Cybermen so it makes a deal with Arthur. It will help him found Camelot and
provide him with knights if he provides the resources the Planner needs to re-establish contact with
the Cyber-Fleet.
The TARDIS materialises within the ruins of a Roman villa. The Doctor has fallen into a coma
following his regeneration and, when Tom and Val go to look for help, they are attacked by the
Questing Beast. They are rescued by Arthur and his cybernized knights and taken back to Camelot.
Three months later, the Doctor still has not recovered consciousness and is being cared for by
Morgan, a druid whose son, Mordred, wants to be a knight (against his mother's objections). Val is a
guest of the knights in their castle and Tom is working in the library with Lynette and her father,
Gildas. Lynette is in love with Gareth, a young man who also wants to become a knight. He
accompanies Cai on a mission, but when they are ambushed by Saxons, Gareth is seriously injured. In
recognition of his bravery, Arthur decides to make him a knight. The conversion process deadens his
emotions, however, and he no longer has any feelings for Lynette.
The knights are lured away from Camelot by rumours of an approaching Saxon army and, while they
are gone, the Saxon's attack from the sea. The knight’s return and are able to drive them off, but not
before Lynette is killed. Devastated, Tom demands that Arthur make him a knight so that he won't
feel his pain anymore. Val pleads with Arthur to refuse him and Arthur compromises by sending
Tom, with Cai to help him, on a quest to locate the Grail, the vessel that contains the spores that
overcame the original force of Cybermen. Cai and Tom are 'captured' by Aelthryth, a Saxon girl, who
wants them to help her get rid of a giant plant-monster that lives on the moor. Cai and Tom fight the
monster, but Cai sacrifices his life to defeat it. Tom locates the tower in which Pelles, who created the
monster, has taken refuge. Knowing that he is dying, Pelles entrusts the Grail to Tom.
Back in Camelot, the Doctor wakes up, but Val is unprepared for how rude and abrasive his new
persona is. She follows him back to the TARDIS where he appears to leave without her. When she is
attacked by the Questing Beast - which survived their earlier encounter - the Doctor returns and
defeats the monster. He explains that he did not come back for Val, however, but because the TARDIS
detected Cybermen. He returns to Camelot and attacks the knights with a solvent that dissolves their
cybernetic components, but he has not accounted for the fact that the knights are only partially
cybernised and are able to function in spite of the damage. They overpower him, but Val begs them to
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spare the Doctor's life. Morgan, who has no love for the knights, offers to help the Doctor with
another scheme to depose them and together they travel to the island of Avalon (the crashed
spacecraft) and rewire the Cyber-Planner so that it transmits a signal that will disorient the knights
long enough for them to be overpowered. The plan succeeds, but, unknown to the Doctor and
Morgan, Mordred has stowed away on their trip to Avalon. The Cyber-Planner promises to make the
boy a knight if he adjusts the Doctor's transmitter so that it will send a message to the Cyber-Fleet
instead. The Doctor realises what has happened, destroys the Planner and saves Mordred from
conversion, but it is too late. The fleet is already on its way to Earth.
Tom returns and he and Val try to persuade the Doctor to ask Arthur and his knights to help him fight
the Cybermen. The Doctor still does not trust them, but does agree to speak to Arthur in his cell. He is
able to provoke an emotional outburst from Arthur and, now convinced that he is more human than
Cyberman, agrees to accept his aid. The Cyber-Fleet lands, but Camelot is ready, catapulting the
spores Tom brought back with him into the massed ranks of Cybermen. Tom and the Doctor repair
the alien spacecraft for one final flight, a suicide mission in which the Doctor intends to pilot the
spacecraft through the engines of the Cybermen's mothership in orbit above Earth. Before he can
launch, the Doctor is knocked out by Arthur who has decided to fly the spacecraft himself. The
mothership is destroyed and the Cybermen defeated, but many lives have been lost. Gareth and
Lancelot, the only surviving knights, decide to leave Camelot and Morgan is put in charge of the city.
Accepting that he may have misjudged Val and Tom, the new Doctor asks them to help him crew his
TARDIS, though they're still on probation...
The Angel of the North Part One
By Duncan Johnson
The Angel of the North Part Two
By Duncan Johnson
Peace of Mind
By Daniel Tessier
The TARDIS is pulled off its intended course by a guiding energy wave, and materializes in a jungle
on an unknown planet. Spying a tower-like structure in the distance, the Doctor decides that he, Tom
and Val should make their way through the jungle to civilization, attempt to locate and deactivate the
source of the beam.
Elsewhere on the planet, a young woman named Dea is working in the hall of records in the city state
of Myriad. She uses her position to try to uncover information about her past. Meanwhile, in the
village of Esh, in the distant nation of Vriddi, a young man named Pax, with an equally nebulous past,
joins a work crew headed for Myriad. He transports there using the planet wide teleportation system,
based around a series of tower-like transport points.
Trekking through the jungle, the Doctor, Tom and Val are attacked by a wild animal. Val is injured
and poisoned by venom contained in the creature’s claws. The creature is killed by a group on
hunters, led by Dorlan. Taking the creature’s remains as bounty, they allow the Doctor’s group to
accompany them to their settlement, assisting them in getting Val to safety. Intending to use a
transport point to get her to Myriad for medical attention, Dorlan decides to take her on his own. His
comrades damage the transporter after he and Val are relocated. Tom and the Doctor fight the
hunters and disarm them. Once they have fled, the Doctor gets to work repairing the transport point.
Pax works on the next phase of the transport system in Myriad, on the orders of the world’s unseen
Masters. Far more powerful, he wonders what it could be for, and why the Masters need it. He
theorizes it could even reach another world. He decides to look into his own past, and that of the
Masters, in the public library. This gains disapproval from his supervisor, and the library staff, who
consider it dangerous meddling and ungrateful questioning of their great Masters. The hall of records
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is attached to the library, and Pax meets Dea. The two get to know each other as they both search for
information on the world and their place in it.
The Doctor repairs the transport point. He and Tom activate it, but something goes wrong in the
process. They arrive separately, in random locations: Tom in a snowy land, the Doctor on an island of
sand and glass. Meanwhile, Val recovers in hospital in Myriad. She rejects Dorlan’s advances. In
response he becomes violent, which serves to get him arrested. Unfortunately, Val is now alone, in an
alien nation, with no papers or official identity.
Pax and Dea see more of each other, and slowly become involved romantically. They discover that
they have a great deal in common. Neither has memories of their childhood, and no records exist of
them. Both are intrigued by the Masters, who have a hold over the minds of the population. Only Pax
and Dea seem to have any ability to question this, and even this is difficult. They even share dreams
of a man chained in a prison cell. Probing their memories, they come to the worrying realization that
they can only remember clearly back to six months earlier, when the Masters rose to power.
Everything else is an illusion.
Tom tries to make his way through the snow to a distant village, but is almost killed by the
combination of the terrible cold and an attack by a wolf-like animal. He is rescued by two trappers,
who take him back to their shack. They offer to take him to the village, Esh, but he is horrified to learn
that it’ll be six months before the snows clear, allowing him to reach a transport point and have any
chance of reaching the Doctor or Val.
The Doctor explores the island, discovering that it is surrounded by a sea of acid. He recognizes the
place from an earlier visit - he is on the planet Marinus. He makes his way across the island to a
central fortress, where he encounters the Voord. The Voord leader, Alphek, reveals his plan to
reactivate the Consciousness of Marinus and bring peace to the world. The Doctor is taken prisoner.
Pax and Dea break into the hall of records and the library after hours, accessing forbidden texts on
the world’s history. They are seized by guards under the command of Douro, who runs the hall. He
reveals that he is a servant of the Masters, dedicated to helping their society run smoothly. One of the
Masters arrives - it is a Voord.
Taken to the Voord fortress for evaluation and reprocessing, Pax and Dea are thrown into a cell,
where they meet the mysterious man from their dreams - the Doctor, imprisoned for the last six
months. He explains that when the Consciousness was activated, their memories shifted to allow
them to assimilate into culture. Their real names are Thomas and Valentina. He spent the time trying
to reach them telepathically through the Conscience to encourage them to come to the fortress. He
reveals that not only has Alphek conquered Marinus to his will - creating peace, but removing free
will - he plans to perfect the technique and use the transport system to take it to other worlds. He is
now a threat to free will across the universe.
Pax and Dea are taken to the Conscience for reprocessing. Pax appears to submit, but fights back.
Between them, Pax and Dea fight back the physically weak Voord and damage the Conscience. Their
original memories begin to return, and they become Tom and Val again. The Voords’ guards regain
their free will and fight back against their Masters. They free the Doctor from his prison, and help
take Alphek and his Voord prisoner. Searching for a means to deactivate the Conscience fully, the
three of them explore the vaults beneath and discover the disembodied brains of Morpho, plumbed
into the system to bolster its telepathic capabilities. Suffering terribly, the brain creatures have been
monstrously enslaved. The Doctor sadly destroys the Conscience and the Morpho brains along with
it.
With the correct order beginning to reassert itself, the Doctor leads his companions back to the
TARDIS, although the two of them have a good deal to talk about, after their out-of-identity
experiences together.
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The Mountain of Light
By Duncan Johnson
The TARDIS crew have arrived in Lahore in 1846 and are staying at the home of Colonel Henry
Lawrence and his wife Honoria. Both Tom and Val are trying to deal with the after-effects of the
experiences on Marinus and the possibility that they might have feelings for one another, but each is
avoiding the other rather than talking about the issue. The Doctor brought them here because he
detected the presence of a familiar foe and while he, accompanied by Henry Lawrence, is trying to
track it down, Honoria shows Val the tomb of Anarkali, a slave-girl who sacrificed her life to save the
man she loved. Tom, meanwhile, is wandering aimlessly through the city. He saves a boy, later
revealed to be the Maharajah Dalip Singh, from being trampled by an elephant, but is then chased
through the streets by a half-man, half-beast. It captures him and is about to eat him when Tom is
rescued by a woman holding a strange light in the palm of her hand.
Tom wakes up in the palace surrounded by dancing-girls. Maharani Jindan thanks him for saving her
son and plies him with drink and with questions. He returns to the Lawrence house very much the
worse for drink, but bears an invitation from Jindan for the Doctor to join her on a hunt the next day.
The Lawrence’s, Val and the Doctor discuss Jindan over dinner. Her brother, Jawaheer, was murdered
by Akalis, soldiers of the Khalsa, the Sikh Army. Jindan swore her revenge on them. The Doctor
suggests that the Khalsa's crushing defeat at the Battle of Sobraon was orchestrated by Jindan, but
Lawrence is unconvinced.
At the hunt, Val and the Doctor meet Jindan's ministers, Lal and Tej. The Doctor elects to ride with
Jindan on her elephant while Val rides with the hunt. Maharajah Dalip insists on being part of the
hunt too and successfully kills the first boar. While celebrating, however, he does not notice a second
boar approaching him from behind. Tej tries to rescue him, but fumbles so Val charges the boar,
running it through with her spear. On the elephant, Jindan shows the Doctor the Koh-i-Noor
diamond, the Mountain of Light, and tries to hypnotise him with it, but the Doctor's will is too strong.
Then they hear a scream.
Lal has led Henry Lawrence into a trap and he has been set upon by a half-man, half-beast creature of
the same type that attacked Tom. Val and Lieutenant Hodson rush to the rescue and Val chases the
creature into the jungle, displaying unusual strength and speed. She tackles it and is on the verge of
killing it when she stops herself. Her hesitation allows the creature to break free and escape. The
Doctor explains to Val and Hodson that he came here tracking Therianthropes, savage werecreatures he has encountered twice before and which were responsible for the death of his eighth
incarnation. Val takes Lawrence back to the surgeon at the Residency while the Doctor and Hodson
try to track the Therianthrope that attacked him.
Back at the Lawrence’s' house, Val is hearing voices. Something is inside her head, taunting her,
controlling her. She visits Tom in his bedroom, at first seductive, but when she smells Jindan on him,
she picks Tom up and hurls him from the window. Val has been possessed by a Therianthrope, but
not just any Therianthrope. Val has been possessed by Cinnamon, the leader of the pack the Doctor
encountered in New Orleans. The Doctor traps Cinnamon in a circle of silver, but Tom, fearing that
the Doctor will kill Val, helps her to escape. The hide in the tomb of Anarkali and Val, realising that
she is turning into a monster, knocks Tom out and returns to the Doctor, asking him to end this. The
Doctor, however, cannot bring himself to kill her.
The Therianthropes attack the Residency. The Doctor plans to escape at night, when the moonlight
will drive the Therianthropes away, but when night falls, Jindan uses the Koh-i-Noor to create a
second sun, allowing the Therianthropes to continue their attack. The Doctor makes a deal with
Cinnamon, who agrees to protect him while he runs to the palace to stop Jindan. The Doctor
confronts Jindan and convinces her to give up the Koh-i-Noor. He turns off the second sun and the
Therianthropes burn in the moonlight. As per their deal, the Doctor gives the Koh-i-Noor to
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Cinnamon, but she too is burning. The only way for her to survive is to transfer her spirit inside the
Koh-i-Noor itself, though its many facets will act as a near-perfect prison, so she releases Val and
escapes into the diamond. Val, however, is deeply traumatised by her experience. The Doctor can
heal her body, but cannot heal her mind so instead he simply hides her recent memories from her.
Stromboli’s Comet
By Jez Strickley
A thousand years in the future, the energy frontier is fluvium, a powerful mineral found on asteroids
and comets across the Milky Way Galaxy. Spacefaring drilling rigs and their crews - known as comet
chasers - race after fluvium deposits in a bid to bring home a king’s ransom. And yet one comet
remains elusive: Stromboli’s Comet.
In an attempt to demonstrate his expertise with the TARDIS, the Doctor tries to lands his errant time
machine on a comet, only to arrive on a nearby drilling rig instead. The rig in question, the Lokev, is
aiming to make comet-fall on Stromboli’s Comet in an attempt to rescue another rig crew, recently
crashed on the notorious comet. After saving one of the Lokev’s crew from certain death, the Doctor
and his companions gain the trust of the rig’s captain, Pavel Komen, and remain aboard as final
arrangements are made to land on the mysterious comet. Disaster nearly strikes again, but once
more the Doctor’s remarkable skills intervene, enabling the Lokev to make a safe landing.
In search of the crashed rig, Komen and the Doctor discover that a malignant alien force is at work on
Stromboli’s Comet. However, returning to the Lokev they learn that it is already too late: a Rutan Scout
has infiltrated the rig intent on destroying the Lokev and its crew. In the ensuing battle, the Doctor
discovers that the Rutan Host is using the comet as a Trojan horse to enter Sontaran space
undetected. Once there it plans to release a vast energy wavelength lethal to clone life forms.
The Doctor successfully lures the Rutan Scout into a trap and destroys it. Meanwhile, dangerous
energy fluctuations on the comet are destabilizing the rig. To escape, the Doctor evacuates Komen
and his crew aboard the TARDIS. Before leaving, however, he uses the Lokev to send a signal warning
of its deadly nature.
The Mask of Anhur
By Robert Mammone
More than 3000 years ago an alien craft crash-landed in western Asia. A nomadic warlord, licking his
wounds after a resounding defeat, retrieves the mask from the dying pilot. Donning it, his mind is
opened to unparalleled power, which he uses to revive his campaign, making him overlord of a vast
swath of territory. Dead by the hand of a friend fearful of the mask's malign influence, the mask and
its owner are buried, the tomb lost to history, until an Englishman and his wife (James and Alice
Dunning) and Austrian (Gerhard Doering) unearth it in 1938. Behind the scenes, a Nazi archaeologist
(von Neurath), his mind full of arcane and occult knowledge he wants to harness to his foul ideology,
waits in the shadows.
Soon, the archaeological team, abandoned by their native helpers, staggers back to civilization. All
along the way a shadow follows them, the mask reaching out to possess one of them. In Istanbul,
driven mad by its influence, James kills himself, leaving Alice shattered. Alice and Doering flee to
Venice, just missing a boat that would've taken them closer to home. On the docks, they are set upon
by a band of thugs who steal the mask from them. At this moment, the TARDIS arrives, and aided by
the Doctor, Val and Tom, they all retreat to a hotel.
There, the Doctor listens to their story and ponders the nature of the mask. He soon realizes its awful
potential.
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While they rest, Val, mistaken for the widow, is kidnapped by the Nazi's thugs. Tom, the Doctor and
the Austrian desperately work to find Val, as the power of the mask begins to spread over the city.
The Doctor and the Nazi engage in a final struggle for the mask atop the Tower of St. Mark. The
mask is destroyed, and the threat vanishes.
Mourning the dead, the Doering and Alice leave for home. In his pocket, Doering carries the hope of a
sanctuary from the chaos to come.
Sometime later, in London, the Alice welcomes the Doering and his family, as the shadows of war
begins to race across Europe.
Second Life
By Kyle Bastian
Bramahl, who was imprisoned by a device of the Doctor and acknowledged to be the most ruthless
criminal in Gallifreyan history, escapes Shada killing two guards. Grae, who had a major part in
bringing her down before, lands her TARDIS on the Cheyenne II, commandeering it. She sends a
telepathic message to the Doctor, then, before he is able to leave Tom and Val in safety, redirects him
to the Cheyenne II.
This meeting between the Doctor and Grae has taken place past regenerations for both, but Grae
looks the same.
After the Doctor recapitulates, in his mind, their adventures, he finds out that the new Madame Lord
President, Dahvinadhutlual has reinstated Grae to deal with Bramahl. The former Lord President,
Quelladvortrelundar, had stepped down, taking exile instead of Grae.
The three parties, Cheyenne II, the Doctor and Grae, work together and form a rough plan. Grae takes
Tom and Val to pick up Tamara Scott, while the Doctor and the Cheyenne II seek out the criminal.
Tamara, a former companion of the Doctor and former Section 13 operative, had been erased from
time by Bramahl, but her timeline was restored by Grae (her best friend), a crime, which lead to the
exile of Lady Quella. Tamara is back on earth, living an earthly life without her former memories of
the Doctor and everything else not earthly. She is having migraines which cause her to be furloughed
from MI-6. She is haunted by a dark woman in her dreams. As she has coffee with Kelly, this woman
appears, points at her and Tamara passes out. Tamara wakes up in the hospital, but suddenly feeling
in excellent health. She is confronted by Grae and company posing as medical doctors. When she
won’t come with them, a scuffle ensues but Tamara is sedated by Grae.
Tamara is taken back to the Cheyenne II where it is revealed that Bramahl possesses her. Bramahl
knocks out the Doctor, kills Admiral Poole, puts the crew into a time-lock, kidnaps Val and escapes in
Grae’s TARDIS. The Doctor recovers and, with Tom and Grae, they set off in pursuit of Bramahl in the
Doctor’s TARDIS.
Immediately, Grae, from the future, appears in her TARDIS, dissolves the time lock and tells the crew
of Cheyenne II she needs them to travel in time. The Doctor, Tom and Grae track Bramahl and
discover she is headed for Gallifrey. Bramahl is using every tactic to delay their arrival while the
crew fights back. They arrive at Gallifrey only 15 minutes later, however, they step out of the TARDIS
to a massacre. They confront Bramahl, who has both the Lord President and Val bound and gagged.
Grae steps forward and enters Bramahl/Tamara’s mind. She brings back Tamara’s memories causing
Tamara and Bramahl to split back into separate entities. Bramahl is encapsulated, but had one more
trick. Her ship is on a collision course with the spot where they are standing.
The Doctor boards Bramahl ship and discovers that it is also set for self-destruct. While he can’t do
anything, Grae returns with the Cheyenne II and blasts the ship out of existence. With everyone
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returned to Gallifrey, Tamara confronts Bramahl since both cannot both exist as they are different
aspects of the same life force. Tamara and Bramahl commence a brutal mind force battle. The battle
ends when Tamara opens the Eye of Harmony and shoves Bramahl into the black hole.
When everything is set back in order, Grae leaves in her TARDIS to find, her friend, Tamara, stowed
away on it.
Spontaneous Combustion
By Jez Strickley
The Doctor, Val and Tom visit the hilltop Edwardian villa of Quarr Manor, the location of a
mysterious fire which saw the Manor’s complete destruction, with no survivors. Paranormal rumors
abound as to its cause, but the Doctor is determined to undercover the truth.
Arriving at the Manor on the evening before the fire, the time travelers discover the body of its
former owner, Anton Garston, seemingly killed by spontaneous human combustion, along with the
only surviving member of Quarr’s founding family, Lilly Garston, who has been left for dead by a fiery
apparition.
Eventually the phantom firebrand is revealed to be a humanoid alien trapped in a mis-phasing
teleport beam, whose stricken survey vessel, still in geostationary orbit, threatens to cause a
firestorm across much of Britain. Whilst Val, Tom and Lilly remain at the Manor, the Doctor teleports
aboard the alien ship and discovers that another crewmember, Pilot-Captain Wurmfeld, also
teleported to the Manor, only a temporal anomaly caused by the ship’s drive system caused her to
arrive almost sixty years earlier.
Val and Lilly uncover the whereabouts of Wurmfeld, along with the reason behind the previous fire at
the Manor, which killed several members of the Garston family. Lilly, in her anger, attacks Wurmfeld
and the pair falls into the teleport booth which Wurmfeld has been building to return to her ship. The
booth activates by mistake, and the ensuing beam causes Lilly to be absorbed into Wurmfeld, along
with the other alien caught in the mis-phasing beam. The multi-form creature arrives aboard the
ship, and safely teleports the Doctor back to the Manor. It then pilots the craft as best it can to a
largely uninhabited crash site, where it explodes just before striking the ground.
Red Shift
By John G. Swogger
A military team are investigating a missing archaeological expedition on the grey, dusty planet
Proteus. The archaeologists' base, Hamilton Station, is deserted - but suddenly the marines discover a
survivor: a man wearing a straw hat calling himself The Doctor.
Meanwhile, the TARDIS lands in a lush, rotting, alien forest. Tom, Val and the Doctor make their way
to Hamilton Base where they are attacked by a winged creature. The Doctor suspects that things
seem... familiar, somehow. At the base, Val thinks she spots someone amongst the trees spying on the
base. The crew of the base turn out to be archaeologists, and they describe the alien tombs they are
excavating. Tom, injured; dreams of a different world lit by a harsh blue light. The Doctor discovers
that the team is having trouble remembering who they are. Both Val and Tom start to forget who
they are, too. The Doctor discovers that the scanner used to analyse the crystal has been deliberately
sabotaged.
Hamilton Base is attacked - by creatures who used to be members of the crew. Out in the forest, the
Doctor and Tom are also attacked, but saved by someone the Doctor calls “Grae”. The Doctor realises
that the crystal is acting as an energy sink, and has trapped not only his TARDIS on the planet, but the
TARDISes of several of his previous selves. The energy of the crystal has been distorted and has split
the planet into a red-shift and blue-shift version and induced an atavistic regression into the human
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archaeologists, turning them into primal creatures. Even Grae is affected. The Doctor attempts to
correct the split, but …
Blue Shift
By John G. Swogger
The TARDIS lands on a cold, wet alien beach. Tom, Val and the Doctor make their way towards
Hamilton Base where they are attacked by a giant centipede. The Doctor suspects that things seem...
familiar, somehow. At the base, Tom thinks he spots someone amongst the rocks spying on the base.
The crew of the base turn out to be archaeologists, and they describe the alien tombs they are
excavating. Val, injured; dreams of a different world lit by a harsh red light. One of the archaeologists
- Galen Thorssen - confides in the Doctor that he is having trouble remembering, and shows him his
recorded field notes which he cannot even remember making.
The Doctor realises that the crystal's energy is a self-sustaining loop, and that to interfere with it
would cause it to collapse. Thorssen is attacked amongst the rocks and takes refuge in the TARDIS,
where he begins to remember who he really is. The Doctor also begins to remember - remember that
it was he who insisted on using the scanner to try and date the crystal. The control cube had been
sabotaged, the power overloaded, and the crystal's energy was split, creating two versions of the
planet.
But now the Doctor realises who Thorssen really is: Viktor Hagen, a former Imperial Administrator
who butchered over a million civilians on the planet Sikanda. The Seventh Doctor and Liz witnessed
the massacre, and the Doctor swore he would find the Administrator, who had gone into hiding. The
Doctor tracked Hagen/Thorssen to the Proteus expedition. Now Thorssen wants to use the atavistic
properties of the crystal to rebuild the Empire.
On the original, unsplit Proteus, the Seventh Doctor uses the sabotaged control cube to complete the
circuit and break the energy loop. The red and blue shifted versions are bought together, and the
planet is reborn - from the genetic material of the old race. Hagen is consumed by the crystal.
Tamara, Grae and the Eighth Doctor return to their own adventures on Earth, Christmas Day 1932;
Tom, Val and the Tenth Doctor journey to the second quadrant of Mutter's Spiral, c. 1886; and the
Seventh Doctor take Liz home to Earth.
The Snow Maiden
By Matthew James
The Doctor, Val and Tom are perplexed to find it snowing in the TARDIS. The Doctor materialises as
near to the source of the mystery as he can and they disembark. In the empty control room the snow
covering the console shifts. Is it alive? It seems to be settling into the shape of a tiny hand, reaching
out towards the controls.
They are on Earth, at an unspecified future date in the 25 th Century. Professor Ruby Tranter is a
senior government scientist working to find new ways for mankind to survive as a species. Now, at
the age of 78 (equivalent to about 65 in the 2010s) she is forcibly retired. Having sacrificed her life
for her job she feels cheated and bitter. But her biggest regret is never having children. Her child
would have carried on her work.
An idea strikes Ruby. Why not use her skills for herself for once? It is Christmas and World Weather
has guaranteed snow. She will use this snow as genetic material, it is water-based and crystalline, it
falls through a genetically seeded layer of atmosphere she creates. The snowflakes change inwardly.
The TARDIS passes through this layer causing the atmosphere inside to transform to snow particles.
Next day children build their snowmen. As night falls and all is quiet, the stone eyes blink and start to
look around them, the noses become real and twitch, breathing in the cold air and liking it. They
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move forward, shuffling, excess snow dropping away. Ruby has fashioned these snowmen partly to
scare the daylights out of the real children but also for a purpose, to make contact with living beings
and send back data to her genetic replicator. They are guided by a simple genetic program of actions
coordinated by a signal from her computer.
Unfortunately the snowmen do not want to die after their data gathering. For, in enveloping the
children who built them to collect that data they also began absorbing the bodies so that snowman
and human child will become one.
The Doctor realises this and tells Ruby she must cancel her program so the children can break free.
But she will not, she won’t sacrifice the child she is making for herself.
Although Tom solves the computer code in time Val has convinced Ruby to do the right thing. It is the
fact that she musters the courage herself that persuades the Doctor she is worth helping.
On the Doctor’s advice Ruby sets up an academy to make young people better people and to teach
and inspire them. They will be Ruby's legacy.
They return to the TARDIS where a small snow child is lying on the floor. Linked to the TARDIS the
mutation has gone far beyond Ruby’s skills and a new life has been generated. The Doctor finds a way
to stabilise it. A few years on the TARDIS materialises at Ruby’s academy. The Doctor is pleased to
see the good things being done. He asks if she will take on a very young recruit, an orphan but with a
bright future. The little girl looks human, though very white and pale. With tears in her eyes Ruby
promises to give it all the love and guidance it needs.
Reverence of the Daleks
By Kevin Mullen
A Dalek ship en route to Beta Draconis Seven is damaged by a particle storm. Rather than face
destruction, the commanding Dalek jettisons the engine core and orders them into suspended
animation, in order to protect the weapon they have aboard.
The TARDIS, having detected strange readings, lands on a jungle planet in the Eoffaje system. Its
materialization disturbs a hunter, A’Nerali, causing him to be attacked and wounded by a Pankara.
The Doctor, Val, and Tom convey him to his village, where the leader of the Venirex, Turan’ik’tha,
suggests that their gods, the Eldak’e, can cure him. The Doctor is filled with anger and fear when he
realizes the Eldak’e are in fact Daleks, but when Tom contracts horrible wounds on his face, he has no
choice but to go to them.
The Eldak’e extract some cells from the Doctor’s brain to renew the Venirex population. They explain
that after their ship landed, they set the Venirex to work mining the planet. However, a nano-virus
aboard their ship infected the Daleks. This made them realize their guilt for the first time, and
determined to protect the Venirex (who, in turn, revere them as gods). Astounded by the possibility
that his greatest enemies’ nature could be changed, the Doctor gladly agrees to help them.
A Dalek battleship arrives, responding to the distress signal sent when their ship crashed. The Daleks
on the ship brutally exterminate the Venirex, and the Eldak’e cannot fight back. Tom is able to
reprogram the Daleks’ computer so that the ship’s containment field explodes before the Daleks can
target Gallifrey and become the new Time Lords.
The Doctor laments his inaction in the TARDIS’ Vault of Memories. However, the massacred Venirex
villagers return to a renewed life, thanks to the Doctor’s Time Lord DNA.
The Spicksbury Horror
By Jodie van de Wetering
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Based on an original story idea by Jeff Taylor
The site of Spicksbury Hall has been home to a cathedral, an abbey and a ring of standing stones.
Throughout all those incarnations, the area has a history of weird happenings, disappearances and
gristly deaths.
In 1922 the TARDIS team join a ghost hunting party at the abandoned hall, with socialites Walter and
Lillian, ghost hunter Hubert and his girlfriend the sceptic Nora. They split up and search the house,
and Lillian encounters a weird figure in one of the lower rooms. While the party is regrouping in the
dining room the figure – in truth a homeless person squatting in the Hall – is attacked and eaten by an
Ogri which had been incorporated into the building as a cornerstone. The party returns to the room
to investigate the cries, and the Ogri turns on Nora. Back in the dining room, a second Ogri attacks
and kills Hubert.
Walter and Tom escape up the lift shaft that once housed the hall's dumbwaiter. Lillian and Val race
up the stairs, pursued by an Ogri – but there's little safety there, since with the cornerstone Ogri on
the move the house is slowly collapsing. The Doctor has detected some weird energy in the cellar and
goes to investigate.
In the cellar, the Doctor finds an Ogri breeding cluster which produces a woman-shaped Glamour – a
stone-like creature similar to an Ogri, but fast moving and intelligent, used by the immobile cluster as
a scout. She tells the Doctor the cluster wants to return home and will co-operate, but has lost
control of the hungry Ogri.
Walter and Tom reach the top of the lift shaft and emerge into the attic where Val and Lillian are
sheltering from a pursing Ogri. The group escapes out a window and down the side of the building,
where they meet the Doctor, who is gathering supplies from the TARDIS to rig up a portal to send the
Ogri home. Once the portal is open, the four roaming Ogri are attracted by the smell from their home
world and pass through.
Reflective Dissonance
By Lynn Clark
When the TARDIS malfunctions, the Doctor lands on the planet Corian, known as the home of the
best dimensional engineers in the Twelve Galaxies. The Doctor makes his way toward the Science
section of the capitol city, leaving Tom and Val to their own devices. They soon learn that there’s
something strange about Corian: there are no reflective surfaces anywhere; in fact, they have been
outlawed. Not willing to accept the reason given, they decide to experiment…and Val promptly
vanishes into a mirror the pair brings from the TARDIS.
Meanwhile, the Doctor attempts to find a replacement part for his time machine. However he soon
discovers that the Coriani aren’t the dimensional engineers they used to be, and runs afoul of a
woman with a stun gun. When he awakes, he finds himself in a dingy basement with First Caliber
Glisanda Toranda, a scientist who claims to have saved the Doctor from the Directorate, the ruling
body of Corian. The Doctor is confused; the last time he had been to the planet, the rulers of Corian
had been the Glitterati, the seven families for whom the various sections of the capitol had been
named. Glisanda informs the Doctor that the Glitterati had been deposed centuries ago, just after the
Doctor’s last visit. She explains that they had been trapped in a dimensional prison and left to die.
Val finds this out on her own, when she comes face-to-face with the Glitterati, trapped within the
pocket dimension she was transported into, not having aged but slowly losing themselves to the
mind-crushing loneliness. Tom, on the other side of the dimension, searches for the Doctor, who
manages to free Val and the Glitterati from their prison.
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The time traveller’s move on, letting their new friends deal with the Directorate and regaining their
own lives beyond their prison.
Lexicon
Written by Richard Michaels
Based on an original storyline by Will Hadcroff
The Doctor, Val and Tom travel across the sands of Magog IV, in search of a work camp the Doctor
was informed of by Chet Tarrant. They soon arrive at a mine, where prisoners of several species
labor under the guard of Robomen. Without warning, a Dalek on a hoverbout appears, firing at the
trio before taking them prisoner. Tom can hardly believe the disregard the Doctor has for their lives,
as he surrenders to capture without a hint of struggle.
Newly enslaved, the three stands in line with the other prisoners, waiting for the Daleks to give them
their assignments. Tom is shocked as he sees a young man murdered by a Dalek, while the Doctor
simply turns away. Val is assigned to work party two, along with astrophysicist Prof Guillaume Beck
and the Doctor. Tom is assigned to work party one, while the Daleks determine if he is appropriate
for Roboman conversion.
While working in the mines, a woman dies in Tom’s arms, and he watches as almost two hundred
prisoners are ordered to their death in the Clearance Chamber. After a time, Tom follows a Roboman,
only to discover the man was not converted. Assuming the man is helping prisoners escape, Tom
reveals his knowledge of Chet Tarrent’s escape to Desilu colony. Unfortunately, although not fully
converted, the Roboman is in league with the Daleks, and turns his gun on Tom.
Meanwhile, Val meets Rachel Stones and her family, and quickly finds out that they are mining
radioactive Dalekanium and that Chet Tarrent is believed to be dead. Soon, the Daleks approach and
take Rachel’s daughter, Jemima. Evidently, the Daleks regularly take Jemima to another location, but
the girl can’t remember (or chooses not to remember) where or why the Daleks take her. The Doctor
speaks with Prof Beck, and discovers the scientist has advanced understanding of quantum physics
and time travel theory.
On the nourishment break provided by the Daleks, the Doctor and Val reunite, and Jemima returns to
her parents. The Doctor quickly realizes Jemima is being used as the organic core for a Dalek Battle
Computer. Jemima reveals she is being used to anticipate the actions of the Movellans, but also that
she has been circumventing the Daleks by using her position to secretly teleport one person to
freedom with each mass extermination. She keeps a list of those who have been nice to her family
within the Daleks’ code—her “Lexicon.” Overhearing, Prof Beck verbalizes an escape plan the Doctor
has already started to formulate: if Jemima can turn one energy emitter in the Clearance Chamber
into a teleport, she could alter them all. Once they return to work, The Doctor and Beck provide
Jemima with the codes she needs to alter all of the energy emitters.
Elsewhere, Tom is interrogated by Daleks, being shown images of the Doctor in all the incarnations
the Daleks have yet encountered. By the fourth image, the Daleks realize Tom doesn’t know a version
of the Doctor they have previously seen, but they believe the Doctor may have regenerated again.
After falling unconscious, Tom awakens to the beginnings of the Roboman conversion process.
Before it can be completed, however, a man sent by the Doctor—Jonas—enters to rescue Tom and
take him to the Clearance Chamber.
A riot begins, as Tom is rushed through the galleries. He soon finds himself pushed into the Clearance
Chamber, along with the Doctor, Val, Prof Beck and the Stones. All seems to be going to plan, until
Beck is removed from the group by a Dalek noting a 76% probability of Beck matching the Dalek
record of the Doctor. Beck is killed on the spot, the Daleks certain they have exterminated their
supreme enemy. The Daleks then activate the Clearance Chamber, unknowingly assisting the
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prisoners in an escape to the Desilu colony. Peter asks about the safety of his daughter, Jemima, but
the Doctor is unable to answer as he, Val and Tom are teleported into the TARDIS.
The TARDIS arrives at the prison camp to rescue Jemima. Yet, despite his best intentions, the Doctor
is unable to rescue the girl. Her body is fused with the Battle Computer, another innocent sacrificed
to the evil of the Daleks.
Ghost Ship
Written by Krista Wilson & Matthew James
Based on an original story outline by Krista Wilson
Val and Tom walk outside, the Doctor waiting in the TARDIS. After they get some distance away, Tom
finally works up the courage to kiss Val and tell her he loves her. She returns his kiss, letting Tom
know she loves him as well, and determines that they should leave the TARDIS. The pair return to the
TARDIS to break the news to the Doctor, but he immediately activates the TARDIS and sets the
coordinates for Seacyde in the Pheezel Galaxy, to provide them with a bit of a holiday. Unfortunately,
the trip is interrupted by a distress signal from a ship in the Kedler system.
Upon arrival on the ship, it becomes clear something is amiss. Transmat capsules have been shut off,
the ship is empty, and holograms are haunting the passages. The trio is soon shocked to discover the
TARDIS missing. The holograms have destroyed many computer terminals, but the Doctor needs one
to find the TARDIS and ship’s crew. Before they can, they find a hologram blocking their path. The
Doctor determines the holograms teleported the crew and his TARDIS, and wants the hologram do
the same to him. It refuses, finally speaking, and informing them that their DNA does not match that
of the individuals on its manifest, before vanishing into another terminal.
The TARDIS crew continues to the ship’s flight deck, where they finally find a working computer
terminal. Tom begins to access the computer’s data, and discovers they are on a lottery ship from
Edaris. The ship is bound for another solar system, in order to resettle select individuals from their
dying home world’s populous. Of the 53 original passengers, Tom sees life signs for 4. As soon as they
go to investigate, the three are trapped in a room by three Edaris crewmembers: Cralo, Elar and
Prestau. After a brief scuffle, the group is able to discuss the situation. The Doctor reveals that he is
certain the ship is being attacked by Kual bounty hunters, and asks where the fourth member of the
crew is. All three men claim ignorance, but the Doctor can see Elar is hiding something. The Doctor
sends Elar, Tom and Val to work on getting power back to the ship.
On their way to the engine room, Val follows the trail of a hologram, Tom and Elar right behind her.
They are led to a sealed door, behind it the dead bodies of those in stasis when power was cut. In
shock, Tom radios this information to the Doctor, who decides it is time to contact the Kual directly.
The Kual Commander agrees to free the Edaris prisoners, and the TARDIS, if the final fugitive is
surrendered to his custody. The Doctor agrees to the terms, and contacts Tom to bring Val and Elar to
the transmat room, where he will give the Kual the last crew member.
Elar hears the Doctor’s words, and admits his son Vlon is hiding, but can’t be the criminal the Kual
are hunting. As everyone arrives in the transmat room, Vlon is revealed and Elar is surrendered to a
hologram. Before long, however, the Doctor realizes something is amiss, and with a bit of jiggery
pokery ensures he is taken with Elar to the Kual command deck. Unfortunately for the Doctor, the
falsified DNA he used to gain access to the Kual ship turns out to be that of the final fugitive, and the
he soon finds himself arrested.
Meanwhile on the Edaris ship, Tom and Val see Elar and Voln exit the TARDIS, somehow followed by
the Doctor. After gathering everyone back into the TARDIS, the Doctor sets about blowing up the
Edaris ship. On the Koln ship, the Commander realizes the Doctor arrived from the future to send the
Klon after the Doctor in his own past. The Doctor then shows the Commander that Elar and Voln’s
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blood is in the detritus of the destroyed ship. As evidence of the fugitives’ deaths, the Commander
accepts the evidence as justice served.
On the TARDIS, Elar and Voln are safe and sound. They reveal to Tom and Val that they Elar was
wanted because he hid the fugitives to protect his son, Voln. Voln was wanted because he escaped
culling by stowing away on the ship. The Doctor on the Kual ship is brought to a holding cell, where
he finds his TARDIS, and is greeted by the future version of himself. A version who admits to sending
the second signal, transporting the TARDIS to the Kual ship, and having already picked up Tom, Val,
Elar and Vlon, before destroying the Edaris ship. The future Doctor leaves to conclude his bargain
with the Kual Commander, and the present Doctor leaves in the TARDIS.
Cybercult
Written by Miles Reid-Lobatto
Now a couple and starting to debate their future and their travels with the Doctor, Val and Tom
persuade him to take them back to their home time. Close to six months have passed since they left
and they discover that their close friend John Grantham has disappeared, joining a cult-like
organisation called The Church of the New Future. The Church of the New Future believes that
emotions and old-fashioned ideas are holding mankind back and that humanity's salvation lies in
embracing logic over emotion. The New Future has been very popular among the disaffected and
disenfranchised, many of whom are spirited away and never seen again by friends and loved ones.
The Doctor and Val meet Xavier LaFayette, the Church's founder, ex-soldier and pulp SF author.
When their attempts to find answers fail, Tom decides to join the Church at one of their London dropin centers. During his induction, he is subjected to a brainwashing attempt which fails and is taken
away by car. The Doctor and Val give chase, but are too late to stop him being flown away on a
private aircraft. Returning to the New-Future's Canary Wharf location at night, the Doctor and Val
break into a secret location containing a sophisticated radio-telescope beaming a message out to a
planet in deep-space. As the Doctor discovers that the planet the message is being broadcast to is the
planet Telos, they are confronted by a lone Cyberman. The Church of the New-Future is a front for a
group of Cybermen to build a new army in secret. Destroying the Cyberman and using the radiotelescope equipment to discover the location of the Cybermen base, the Doctor and Val give chase in
the TARDIS.
Tom, at the New-Future's Scottish Location is being educated by the New-Future. He is resistant to
their brainwashing and is able to use their computer systems to locate John. Directed to a warehouse
on the grounds full of cryogenic Cyber-tombs, Tom finds John, already fully converted into another
Cyberman. This Cyberman takes him to Xavier LaFayette, who has been informed by a CyberController that the
The Doctor and Val arrive in the TARDIS and discover factories where the Cybermen are building
weapons. With locations like this around the globe, the Earth's combined militaries would not be able
to stand a chance. Killing a Cyberman who discovers them, the Doctor uses Val's phone and a set of
Cyber-implants taken from the dead Cyberman to construct a crude device which will, at close range
cut off the Cyberman's link to the Cyber-Control network controlled by the Cyber-Planner and
deactivate it. While turning power-cells for Cyber-Weapons into small explosives, LaFayette contacts
the Doctor over a PA system and orders him to surrender, using Tom's life as blackmail. The Doctor
surrenders, but not before planting a few of his bombs.
The Doctor and Val are taken to LaFayette's office as Tom is taken away to be converted into a
Cyberman. The Doctor believes that LaFayette is just as much under control as everyone else here, or
simply desires to rule the planet like others who have allied themselves with the Cybermen.
LaFayette tells him that he doesn't care about power or ruling the planet, he simply wants humanity
to stop killing themselves. The bombs go off and the Doctor and Val make their escape. Val pleads to
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Planner. With the Plannet dead, the Cyber-Control will shut down and deactivate all of the NewFuture Cybermen for good. Using the radio-telescope equipment on top of the mansion, the Doctor is
able to create and EMP which immobilises the Cybermen. While on the rooftop, LaFayette attacks
them, but is hit by a misfiring Cyberweapon and is knocked off the rooftop, plummeting to the ground
below. The Doctor and Val separate - the Doctor goes to locate the Cyber-Planner, while Val goes to
rescue Tom from Cyber-Conversion.
Val finds Tom in one of the operating theatres used to begin the primitive conversion process. In
rescuing him, the two are forced to kill the Cyberman that was once their friend, John. Locating the
Cyber-Planner, the Doctor tries to use his immobilising device on it, but fails. He defeats the CyberPlanner by climbing up it and pulling out cables and implants connecting the brain of the CyberPlanner to Cyber-Control. It works, the Planner is destroyed and all the fully-converted Cybermen are
deactivated. Anybody else either partially converted or in possession of a few implants is rendered
vegetative.
The three stay on Earth as Tom and Val grieve and the Doctor helps UNIT take care of the remains of
the New-Future. While piecing their lives back together, Tom and Val decide to get married and stay
on Earth. The Doctor is happy for them, but slips away after the wedding. Alone in the TARDIS, the
Doctor finds himself unable to think of a place to visit or even a reason for travelling if he has to do it
alone. Guiltily, for one split second, he finds himself envying the Cybermen.
Mute, scarred and crippled for life, Xavier LaFayette hides under an assumed name in a private
hospital in America. All he can do, trapped in his own body is hope that one day, he will become a
Cyberman.
Final Reckoning - Part One
By John G. Swogger
Forty million years in Earth's past, a being known only as the Emissary brings an object to the
Silurian city of Forever Beginning. The object is given into the care of the city's leader, who promises
to guard it carefully. The Silurian’s take possession of the object - which they call the Oracle - as they
are able to sense that the object comes from the distant future.
In 2014, the Doctor's TARDIS appears to be stuck at Devils Tower in Wyoming. He saves a young
Native American geologist called Hannah Redfoot from the sudden appearance of strange reptilian
creatures, and they are transported to a gigantic arkship in the distant future.
Back in Wyoming, Liz Shaw and a team of survivors from an archaeological expedition fifteen years
ago [see: Final Sunset] plan to destroy the Oracle and the buried Silurian city with a nuclear bomb.
Hannah's father is trapped in the ancient city and witnesses the awakening of the Oracle.
In the far future, the Doctor and Hannah discover that the arkship's human crew is being hunted by
cybernetically-enhanced reptilian creatures, lead by a being known as the Stranger. The Doctor
discovers that the Stranger is, in fact, the Master. He is dying, and has grown a new body for his
successor using forbidden technology. The Oracle is this body's new mind; when joined, they will
form a being of unimaginable power and evil...
Final Reckoning - Part Two
By John G. Swogger
The Doctor and Hannah escape the arkship and return to Earth to try and destroy the Oracle. Earthtremors caused by the Oracle's awakening have resulted in volcanic activity and the release of
prehistoric creatures from the Silurian city.
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The Master's agent - a human called Sura, the daughter of the arkship's former commander - arrives
from the future to recover the Oracle. The Doctor realises that the Oracle is a miniature version of the
Matrix, containing the Master's entire personality, character and life-experiences. He enters it and
discovers that the Master's TARDIS is disguised as Devils Tower, but that half of it exists on the
arkship, ten million years in the future. He uses the power of half the Master's TARDIS to destroy the
Oracle from within. Sura manages to escape in the remaining half of the Master's TARDIS.
The Doctor is left with the job of cleaning up the mess that remains - and Hannah decides to travel
with him.
IV.

IMPORTANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR YOUR SUBMISSION
1.

2.
3.
4.
V.

The Doctor Who Project does not use, or refer to, continuity from the Virgin or BBC novels, comic
strips, the current television series from BBC Wales, or Big Finish audios for its "canon" - any
companions who may have died in the novels (e.g. Liz Shaw) are still alive. Any companion
"personality" changes (e.g. Ace in the Virgin novels) has not happened. (That's not to say that these
companions would not have changed in their time away from the Doctor, it's just that they should not
have changed in the same way as in the novels/audios).
Be creative - try to develop your own aliens, monsters, villains and/or foes. Using your own
monsters/villains will be a better gauge of your abilities as a writer instead of relying on old
monsters/villains.
Please do not submit a story proposal featuring former companion(s) from the television series.
While we have requested that story proposals be between 3-6 paragraphs, if you wish to provide a
more detailed synopsis or information, please feel free to do so.
OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION



VI.

Past TDWP stories have typically been anywhere in the 12,000-45,000 word range. Please do not
feel your story must fit exactly in this range. Our editorial board firmly believe that when writing
your story you should write as many words as you want to write it. If it takes you 10K, or 20K, or
50K to write your story, fine. We don’t try to limit our writers.
THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN SUBMITTING YOUR PROPOSAL

1.
2.
3.

Submit 4-6 paragraphs outlining the basic plot of your story and the characters featured,
Provide your full name and email, and
Include a brief bio telling us a bit about yourself

NOTE: If this is your first time submitting a proposal to TDWP, please include 2-3 samples of your writing,
(all email attachments should be submitted in either MS Word or PDF format).
VII.

IF YOUR STORY PROPOSAL IS ACCEPTED

If your story proposal is accepted for inclusion in the season writers will have the opportunity to:






Work with a team of Editors who will work with you and help you write the best story possible.
Receive helpful feedback and advice on all aspects of writing from sentence structure, spelling,
grammar, and more. The TDWP Editors offer as much help as we can. We edit the stories, make
suggestions on them, and support our writers.
Join the TDWP Writers & Artist Forum a members’ only forum where you’ll get to meet and chat with
fellow TDWP writers, have access to exclusive content and materials to aid you in the writing of your
story, view reference material and more.
Participate in Writer Chats.
Meet and chat with fellow writers, receive help and advice from them, have access to information
from the Editorial Board, and view exclusive content only made available to those involved in TDWP.
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Access exclusive reference material and detailed character biographies.
Participate in the planning and story-lining of this and subsequent seasons.
And much more!

Story proposals and all requested material should be submitted as either an MS Word or PDF document
attached to the body of an email.



Deadline for submitting proposals is: April 9, 2016
Submissions to:
thedoctorwhoproject@shaw.ca

If you have any questions, or would like further information please feel free to email us at the above email
address and we’ll reply at our earliest opportunity.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Bob Furnell, Jez Strickley and Jeremy Remy
TDWP Editorial Board
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